On the occasion of the Biennale Sessions Project at La Biennale di Venezia’s 16th International Architecture Exhibition, the Institute of Architecture at the University of Applied Arts Vienna cordially invites to join us for

**“ANGEWANDTE VISIONS”**
IoA Alumni talk about their Practice

- NORA GRAW (Henn), JULIA KÖRNER (JK Design), PETER PICHLER (Peter Pichler Architecture), SILLE PIHLAK (Part),
- VIKI SANDOR (Hello Wood), THOMAS VIETZKE (Vietzke & Borstelmann Architekten)

**“NON-ORDINARY REALITY”**
Beyond the Virtual

- WELCOME ADDRESS  GERALD BAST
  President University of Applied Arts Vienna
- KUTAN AYATA
  Architect Young & Ayata, New York, Lecturer at the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
- BRIAN BOIGON
  Design Theorist, Artist, Writer and Researcher, University of Toronto
- AGNIESZKA KURANT
  Artist, New York
- SANFORD KWINTER
  Writer, Architectural Theorist, Professor at the University of Applied Arts Vienna
- ANDREW WITT
  Assistant Professor in Practice in Architecture at the GSD, co-founder of Certain Measures, Boston/Berlin
- BARBARA IMHOF
  Space Architect, Design Researcher, Liquifer Systems Group, Vienna

**PANEL DISCUSSION**
11 AM — 12.30 PM

**PANEL DISCUSSION**
3.30 PM — 5 PM

**MODERATION BY**  FLORIAN MEDICUS
Architect, Assistant Professor, Institute of Architecture at the University of Applied Arts Vienna

Accompanied by a film about the Institute of Architecture

All day presentation of IoA publications